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Abstract. Today’s application environments combine Cloud and on-
premise infrastructure, as well as platforms and services from different
providers to enable quick development and delivery of solutions to their
intended users. The ability to use Cloud platforms to stand up applica-
tions in a short time frame, the wide availability of Web services, and the
application of a continuous deployment model has led to very dynamic
application environments. In those application environments, managing
quality of service has become more important. The more external service
vendors are involved the less control an application owner has and must
rely on Service Level Agreements (SLAs). However, SLA management
is becoming more difficult. Services from different vendors expose differ-
ent instrumentation. In addition, the increasing dynamism of applica-
tion environments entails that the speed of SLA monitoring set up must
match the speed of changes to the application environment.

This paper proposes the rSLA service and language that is both flex-
ible enough to instrument virtually any environment and agile enough
to scale and update SLA management as needed. Using rSLA the time
of setting up SLA compliance monitoring of application environments
involving infrastructure, platform, and application services can be sig-
nificantly reduced.

Keywords: Service Level Agreement · Cloud Computing · PaaS ·
Monitoring · Reporting

1 Introduction

Cost, availability and on-demand scaling have accelerated the adoption of differ-
ent application deployment models. Today’s application environments combine
Cloud and on-premise infrastructure as well as platforms and services from dif-
ferent providers to enable the quick development and delivery of solutions to
their intended users. For example, a Web or mobile application of an online
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merchant might be deployed on a cloud-based Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS), use
persistence services within the platform, run ID and login management through a
third-party Web service, and be monitored by various in-house logistics systems.

The ability to use Cloud platforms to stand up applications in a short time
frame, the - now - wide availability of services, and the application of a continuous
deployment model has led to a much more dynamic application environment,
changing at high velocity.

Managing quality of service has become more important in the context of the
Cloud and the prolific use of micro-services. The more external service vendors
are involved the less control an application owner has over the quality of the
delivery of this service and must rely on the quality commitments of his or her
vendors in the form of Service Level Agreements (SLAs).

SLAs are widely used in the context of corporate Information Technology
(IT) outsourcing. Practically every outsourcing customer requires his or her ven-
dors to commit to SLAs and holds vendors accountable with financial penalties
or rewards for achieving objectives. Objectives typically relate to the perfor-
mance of systems and services, their availability, and the performance of ser-
vice processes such as provisioning servers and responding to help desk tickets.
Many vendors sell SLA management systems, often as part of service manage-
ment suites (e.g., IBM Integrated Service Management/ISM) or as Software-as-
a-Service (e.g., ServiceNow). In enterprise practice setting up SLA management
for a particular domain and monitoring compliance on an ongoing basis requires
substantial integration projects to collect metrics in a data warehouse. Aggregat-
ing and adjudicating SLA compliance likewise often requires substantial manual
work or ad-hoc scripting.

While this is viable for large outsourcing contracts and all their intricate
details this is not a good match for today’s dynamic application environments
using Clouds and services from multiple vendors. One key problem is the hetero-
geneity of interfaces. Services from different vendors have different instrumenta-
tion and use different service management systems making it difficult to collect
and aggregate performance data for service level objective evaluation. While sys-
tem vendor heterogeneity is certainly an issue within one enterprise it is easier
to avoid and system level standards such as the Common Information Model
(CIM) of the Distributed Management Task Force (DMTF) help management
systems to interact with servers, network components and the like. Management
APIs on a Cloud and service level have not yet undergone such widely accepted
standardization although some schemes have been proposed [6].

In addition to heterogeneity, the increasing dynamism of application environ-
ments entails that SLA monitoring must be set up at the speed of change of the
application environment. Continuous deployment, or DevOps, enables constant
changes to applications and the binding to new services. Cloud infrastructure
and - in particular - platform services enable the deployment of new applica-
tions on very short notice. Organizations can respond rapidly to novel needs and
change their application environment at a fast pace.
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To provide effective SLA management in a Cloud environment, the SLA
management system must be able to set up the monitoring of customer-specific
SLA terms against a heterogeneous set of service instrumentation in a short
amount of time.

This paper proposes the rSLA service, which is both flexible enough to instru-
ment virtually any environment and agile enough to scale and update SLA man-
agement as needed. Given an SLA expressed using a formal SLA specification,
rSLA sets up the monitoring infrastructure and starts monitoring compliance.
Using rSLA the time of setting up SLA compliance monitoring of application
environments involving infrastructure, platform, and application services can be
significantly reduced and aligned with a typical DevOps life-cycle.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: The next section discusses
related work. Subsequently, we give an overview of the approach, followed by a
discussion of the rSLA language. After that we outline architecture and execution
model, including the implementation. In this section we also show in a case
study how we applied our approach to a real customer environment. Finally, we
summarize and conclude.

2 Related Work

QoS has been an important part of IT Service management for a long time. As a
result, a significant body of work has focused on different aspects of QoS - from
measurement to enforcement.

In addition to typical IT service SLA management products mentioned in the
introduction, many providers of Cloud and networking services do provide spe-
cific service performance/availability information on their Web sites or through
APIs. This is often the basis of tiered service offerings, with better quality
demanding a higher price. For instance, Amazon provides a generic monthly
uptime SLO of 99.95 % for their compute resources and performance SLO of 2 k
IOPS for EBS SSD volumes at the point of writing of this paper. [2] provides
a survey on current service level provisioning practices and compares the SLAs
of five public cloud service providers. While this typically entails some kind of
availability/performance guarantees it is not a custom SLA, tailored to a client’s
business needs. This one size fits all policy is often too restrictive.

An important part of a solution to automate SLA management is a for-
mal, machine-interpretable representation of the SLA. Several specifications have
been proposed in the Web service and Grid context such as the Web Service Level
Agreement language (WSLA) [10], the Web Services Offer Language (WSOL)
[17] and Web Service Agreement (WS-Agreement) standard of the Open Grid
Forum [1]. WSLA is designed to capture SLAs for web services and is used,
among other things, to facilitate automatic service configuration, e.g., to con-
figure load balancers of clustered Web servers. WS-Agreement inherits language
characteristics of the WSLA specification and has been used in numerous ini-
tiatives [3,16]. SLA representations were also used for on-demand service provi-
sioning [5,9] and automated service composition [18].
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These uses require the automatic set up of SLA compliance monitoring for
the systems they are applied to, e.g., Web services. While reading metrics at
specific points of a distributed cluster could be described in some representa-
tions such as WSLA there was no prescribed way to address the heterogeneous
instrumentation found in today’s Cloud scenarios. It was not really necessary
because the systems instrumented were assumed to be Web servers, Grid sched-
ulers, etc. A number of approaches that use SLAs as a key element of compliance
evaluation, such as [4,13,14], have been proposed for application monitoring in
dynamic systems. Like these authors, we focus on comprehensive QoS monitor-
ing of SLAs. However, our approach includes a flexible and scalable monitoring
mechanism and action framework required for quick setup of SLA monitoring
in today’s heterogeneous and dynamic cloud environment.

Recent work has investigated SLAs for Cloud deployments. In [7] Kouki et al.
propose the Cloud Service Level Agreement language (CSLA) that enables the
definition of SLAs for any type of cloud service. CSLA is intended for dynamic
service provisioning environments and is based on the Open Cloud Computing
Interface (OCCI) [15] and the Cloud Computing Reference Architecture of the
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) [8]. While these propos-
als define some common metrics and SLA parameters to set individually they
reflect more an advertised QoS than a commitment to an individual customer.

In contrast, our work focuses on building a light weight, extensible system
for SLA management with the goal of rapid deployment and adaptability to
ever changing cloud landscape and customizability to different client business
requirements.

3 Overview of the Approach

The key objective of our SLA compliance monitoring system presented in this
paper is the fast setup of monitoring an SLA in an environment in which the
subject of monitoring is evolving quickly and services expose heterogeneous mea-
surement interfaces. This section provides an overview of our approach how to
address all of those issues at the same time. The first subsection discusses the
system model outlining how the rSLA service interacts with interfaces of a het-
erogeneous environment. The second part describes the major elements of an
SLA document’s content.

3.1 System Model

Cost, availability and on-demand scaling have accelerated customer adoption
of different application deployment models - on-premise Cloud, private Cloud,
public Cloud or hybrid Clouds, in addition to their traditional dedicated envi-
ronments. Depending on the services an application depends on, the choice of
platform varies. A single application could potentially be reliant on multiple
Clouds for the set of services it consumes. From a customer or tenant perspec-
tive, monitoring service levels that their workloads are receiving often becomes
a complex task of aggregating information across multiple Cloud providers, each
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Fig. 1. rSLA system overview

using different proprietary monitoring and management stacks. Furthermore, the
DevOps transition increases the rate of change of applications and consequently
their bindings to services.

Figure 1 shows an overview of the proposed rSLA system model. The rSLA
framework is made up of three main components:

1. a language for administrators or service providers to express service level
agreements;

2. a set of Xlets - lightweight, dynamically bound adapters; Xlets abstract the
heterogeneity of service management interfaces to rSLA, both for the reading
of metrics as well as the acting on the result of SLA evaluation; and

3. a modular SLA evaluation service; this service interprets the rSLA document.
It performs the reading of measurements through monitoring Xlets as defined
in the document, aggregates metrics, evaluates compliance and then notifies
stakeholders.

A formal language for SLAs is the key to both custom SLAs on a case-by-
case basis and fast deployment of the SLA. The Xlet approach provides the
level of abstraction and indirection to intermediate between service interface
heterogeneity and the need of the SLA evaluation service to read metrics in a
homogeneous way.

The rSLA evaluation itself can be deployed in any of the Cloud deployment
models - on-premise Cloud, private Cloud, public Cloud or hybrid Clouds. Fur-
ther sections describe the language concepts, the execution model, and imple-
mentation. The case study later in the paper discusses some Xlets we wrote for
a particular Cloud service.
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3.2 SLA Model

An rSLA document describes how metrics are to be obtained from instrumen-
tation and how they are to be aggregated. Based on those metrics Service Level
Objectives (SLOs) can be defined and it can be specified how to proceed if those
SLOs are met or violated. Figure 2 illustrates the main concepts of the proposed
approach using a simple example.

Fig. 2. rSLA concepts overview

This example describes an SLA defining networking guarantees. The cus-
tomer is interested in a daily guarantee, which needs to exceed 99.5 % availabil-
ity, and an hourly one, which needs to be only 99 %. The current status of the
network at any given point in time can be obtained at the proprietary interface
of the Cloud provider with whom the customer enters the SLA. There is an Xlet
exposing an rSLA monitoring interface that can be requested to provide network
status in an rSLA standard way and which in turns requests this status from
the proprietary Cloud management interface.

When expressing the rSLA document the author of this document has to
describe how to translate what can be read by instrumentation into a high-
level metric on which the customer wants to have a commitment. In addition,
the actual SLO must be articulated. This gives us our main set of concepts for
rSLA:
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The foundation of measurement are base metrics. Base metrics describe how
metrics are to be obtained from instrumentation and how frequently. For this
purpose a base metric has a measurement directive and a schedule.

The measurement directive describes how a specific metric can be obtained
through an Xlet. It points to an Xlet, the specific service entity, and the metric
to be obtained. For example, our networking Xlet for this Cloud provider may
provide status for an external access network as well as the internal network,
connecting the different virtual machines of this customer (service entities). Mul-
tiple metrics may be available for those entities such as availability and latency.
The measurement directive will point to the specific metric of a specific entity.

The schedule describes the frequency at which measurements are taken. The
periodicity can reflect the customer’s needs. For our networking example this
time frame will typically be a sampling interval in a range of seconds to minutes.

Composite metrics aggregate values of base metrics and other composite met-
rics. The aggregations are described using expressions over values from the met-
rics it depends on. The phrasing of the expression must be type-compatible with
the types of the input metrics. Oftentimes, expressions involve aggregations of
time series, e.g., to averages over a time period, or aggregate different metrics
such as the network availability of multiple network segments. In our example,
two composite metrics depend on the same base metric, one aggregating network
state in the window of the last hour, one in the window of a day. While the basic
approach to metric aggregation is simple, we often find quite complex functions
excluding some values and performing complex stochastic operations. This puts
significant requirements on the richness of expressions the language provides.

Service Level Objectives define the commitment of a service provider to its
customer. This is defined in a Boolean expression over metric values. Oftentimes,
commitments are bounded by a precondition. For example, a response time
guarantee for a REST call is only given if the request rate to the service is less
than a certain number of calls per minute. This is commonly used to scope the
applicability of the SLO. SLOs can also be associated with a schedule that defines
when to evaluate the precondition and objective expressions. Alternatively, it
can be evaluated each time input metrics have new values. This might lead to
a significant computation effort when large numbers of metrics are sampled at
high frequency.

Finally, though not shown in the figure, notifications define how external
services are to be informed about the state of SLOs and metrics. The rSLA lan-
guage provides notifications as event-condition-action rules that describe when
notifications should take place, according to a schedule or when a new evalua-
tion is available; the specific condition, e.g., upon violation; and how to notify.
For this “how” part, the action, we fall back to our Xlet concept. Notification
Xlets provide a homogeneous interface abstracting from various possible recip-
ient interfaces. Notification directives describe how to connect to those Xlets.
Notification statements also include a description which information is to be
passed on, the marshalling of the action.
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Based on this small set of concepts SLA authors can express a large variety of
SLAs. Measurement directives connect the rSLA language to the systems model;
composite metrics can express custom metrics aggregation to the level needed
by the client; SLOs express the commitment; notifications define how to actively
communicate the SLO status and other information to recipient services.

4 rSLA Language

The rSLA language allows an SLA author to express the concepts outlined in
the previous section. The specific language design is key to the consumability of
the language and the usability of the approach as a whole. Prior to diving into
the specifics of our language elements we want to briefly discuss some issues and
guiding principles.

4.1 Design Considerations

Many of past and current approaches to representing SLAs such as WSLA, WS-
Agreement, WSOL and CSLA choose XML as a substrate. While some of those
languages have enjoyed success in systems deployment or as basis for further
research work none has seen wide-spread adoption in industry at this point.
While not having systematically studied adoption, the authors of this paper
have been involved in some of those efforts and received feedback as to why or
why not to use one language or another. A key item of feedback from practi-
tioners was that XML is hard to read. While there is always the opportunity
to provide advanced editors to not expose authors to the actual representation
many professionals actually prefer writing system-level scripts.

When considering who actually writes rSLA documents it turns out that
this would often be administrators with significant experience in scripting. The
rSLA syntax is designed to resemble other languages that administrators use on
a daily basis. Many domain specific languages have seen acceptance lately, e.g.
Chef (www.chef.io). rSLA aims at providing a similar experience to its authors.

Another issue with early efforts such as WSLA is the limitation of its expres-
sion language, or its complete absence in the normative specification, in case of
WS-Agreement. While WSLA has an extensible set of functions, a practitioner
would actually have to change its evaluation engine to extend it. This is not
practical. WS-Agreement suggests to use the expression language of your choice,
again requiring an addition to a runtime system. From a practitioner’s perspec-
tive they are incomplete. The rSLA language is meant to encompass a wide set
of functions that can be used in expressions. In addition, the language design
enables to define extension to the standard language expression scope as part of
the SLA document itself.

To achieve those objectives the rSLA language is designed as a Domain Spe-
cific Language (DSL) on the basis of Ruby - hence the “r” in rSLA. Ruby,
as a substrate language, has some characteristics that makes it suitable as a

www.chef.io
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basis of a DSL, in particular its scripting approach and its easy access to meta-
interpretation. Many DSLs such as Chef are also based on Ruby and administra-
tors often have encountered those before. Other languages and their interpreters
might be equally suitable from a technical requirements perspective.

4.2 rSLA Language Elements

This section discusses the rSLA language elements in an overiew and example
manner. We provide a small rSLA document that specifies three rSLA objects:
an SLA, a base metric and a service level objective. The SLA can be read by an
rSLA engine in a cloud runtime environment. A full specification of the language
is beyond the scope of an individual paper of this format. The rSLA language
documentation describes in detail the language structure, the use of rSLA state-
ments, and its production rules [11].

Listings 1.1 and 1.2 illustrate example statements for the creation of an SLA
and a base metric and, respectively, of an SLO object. A deployed rSLA ser-
vice can read and process these statements in a runtime environment. An rSLA
document must have exactly one sla statement. The sla statement defines the
parties to the SLA.

1 sla do

2 tenant "ExampleClient "

3 provider "ExampleProvider "

4 end

5

6 basemetric do

7 name "bareMetalProvisioning "

8 unit "seconds"

9 type "event set integer"

10

11 measurementdirective do

12 entity "/process/baremetal_provisioning "

13 type "event set integer"

14 source "http :// provisioningxlet.stage1.mybluemix.net/

process/baremetal_provisioning /time"

15 end

16

17 schedule do

18 frequency "1"

19 unit "m"

20 method "every"

21 end

22 end

Listing 1.1. rSLA SLA (lines 1–4) and basemetric (lines 6–19) statements

The base metric definition includes its measurementdirective and may
include a schedule if values are received according to a schedule. Its attributes
are name, unit and type.

The type of this particular example is an event set of integers. Types of
metrics can be either simple types or one of two complex types: time series and
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event set. An event set is a set of values collected over time. Typical examples
include provisioning events. In a given time interval any number of provisioning
processes may have occurred. If a provider wants to give a guarantee over the
time it takes to provision, say for 90 % of the processes, we need a complex type
able to accommodate this set of values representing the time it took. Time series,
on the other hand, are equidistant readings of values.

The measurement directive describes where to read the base metric values.
It describes the entity in question, its type, and the source. In this specific case
the source is a fully articulated URL. Based on the detailed metric name and
the entity specification a reference to an Xlet name could have sufficed as well.

The schedule follows the syntax of the Rufus scheduler [12], which is sufficient
for our purposes.

Another required element of an SLA is the SLO. An example of such an SLO
statement is illustrated by Listing 1.2.

1 slo do

2 name "bareMetalProvisioning"

3 precondition "bmtotalProvisionsNumber .value≤100"

4 objective "bmGoodProvisionsNumber.value\

bmtotalProvisionsNumber .value≥0.9"

5

6 schedule do

7 frequency "60"

8 unit "m"

9 method "every"

10 end

11 end

Listing 1.2. rSLA SLO creation script

The SLO definition in Listing 1.2 provides an example of an SLO statement
in the rSLA language. The slo has a name to refer to, a schedule according to
which it is evaluated and two expressions: the precondition defines the bounding
condition of the SLO while the objective defines what must be achieved.

Upon SLO evaluation, the rSLA engine will first evaluate the precondition
block. If the logical outcome from the execution of the precondition block is false,
the SLO is met. In our case, if the total number of bare metal servers provisioned
in the past hour is less or equal than hundred, the SLO applies. If it is larger,
it doesn’t - and no violation occurs. In case the precondition is true or if there
is no precondition block, the rSLA runtime evaluates the objective block. If the
logical outcome from processing the statements in the objective block is true the
SLO is healthy. Otherwise the SLO evaluation indicates a violation.

Both base metric and SLOs enable a user to define schedules for the measure-
ment and respectively the evaluation of such rSLA instances. Schedule details are
passed to a scheduler service that instantiates schedule objects and coordinates
their processing.

Both precondition and objective are expressions following Ruby syntax. Val-
ues of metrics, both base metrics and composite metrics, are referred to by
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their name “.” value. This can refer to a complex type or a simple type. Ruby
expressions resolving to a Boolean type are valid. This enables authors to use
any available Ruby function, providing the full expressiveness of the substrate
scripting language.

Not illustrated for space reasons is the composite metric statement. It has
name, unit and type like the base metric but rather than a measurement direc-
tive it has an expression as well, which has to yield a result according to its type.
Equally, all type-compatible Ruby expressions are valid.

This syntax allows administrators and others of similar skill to define SLAs
in a scripting-like DSL. Using an existing scripting language as substrate, in our
case Ruby, enables us to use a full scope of expressions.

5 rSLA Runtime Architecture and Implementation

The rSLA Service is designed to be run either by a service provider, a customer,
or a third party such as a service integrator. The following section explains the
components constituting the rSLA service and its interaction with xlets.

5.1 rSLA Service

The rSLA service is a Ruby application, a given because it is a Ruby DSL. rSLA
offers different REST interfaces that allow the management of the life cycle of
an SLA described using our DSL.

The rSLA service exposes a set of life cycle management functions to its user,
in particular to create, activate, deactivate and remove SLAs. At the reception
of a new SLA, the rSLA Service interprets the file and creates a set of objects.
The new objects are persisted in a Cloudant no-SQL database service using a
CouchRest data model.

On the activation of an SLA, the rSLA Service orchestrates all the needed
operations to activate and manage the SLA life cycle. It starts by scheduling
data collection for base metrics with the rSLA scheduler service, which is a
companion service to the rSLA application itself. Based on the defined schedules,
the scheduler triggers rSLA Service interfaces exposed to the scheduler associated
with metrics. The rSLA service then invokes the monitoring Xlets to collect
new observations for the related base metrics. The observations received from
Xlets are persisted in Cloudant. Observations are JSON structures returned by
monitoring Xlets that contain the metric value requested, a time stamp and an
extras object that contains more information useful for further diagnostics. For
example, in case of our provisioning processes, in addition to the provisioning
time as the value of the metric it may be interesting to know which particular
server has been provisioned if a provisioning process takes longer than expected.

Similarly, according to the schedule of an SLO, the Scheduler triggers an
rSLA Service interface for SLO evaluation. The rSLA service then retrieves
the data related to the specific SLO, reifies the corresponding metrics as Ruby
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objects and then evaluates the expressions of the SLO, precondition and objec-
tive. As an optimization step, this evaluation may use the map-reduce functions
offered by Cloudant to delegate possible parallel processings to Cloudant and
benefit from its efficiency.

Afterwards, the rSLA Service generates JSON notifications representing the
results of the evaluation. These notifications are sent to the Notification Xlet for
formatting and reporting to the client.

5.2 rSLA Xlets

As described previously, Xlets offer a standard interface for monitoring and noti-
fication as a generic REST API, abstracting from the heterogeneity of different
service interfaces. In our architecture, Xlets are services on Bluemix. An Xlet is
customized according to its role in the overall system. As shown in Fig. 3, each
Xlet provides three interfaces:

– CFBrokerInterface: Since the Xlets are provided as services on Bluemix, they
need to offer this generic interface that describes exactly how to provision the
service, how to unprovision it, how to bind the service to a given application
and how to unbind it.

– ConfigurationInterface: In order to ensure multi-tenancy and customization
of an Xlet, it must offer an interface to configure its tenancy. This interface
could offer other functionalities of customization, e.g., to configure the access
credentials for Cloud resources.

– RuntimeInterface: This interface provides the main business of the xlet. It
describes the specific functionalities to be offered by the application instance
(e.g., monitoring services, reporting services).

All Xlets observe the same architecture but differ in their implementations
from one use case to another. The runtime interface of the monitoring Xlets are
in line with the DMTF Cloud Infrastructure Management Model [6]. They allow
collecting monitoring data for a specific type of resources with different granu-
larities. For example, Fig. 3 shows a SoftLayer specific Xlet. The SLXlet allows
to get monitoring data of SoftLayer-provisioned servers for a given account. The
account credentials are passed to the Xlet in the configuration phase through
the Configuration interface. Afterwards, the runtime interface of the Xlet can be
used to get the list of servers, the list of metrics for a given server, or the value
for a given metric for a specific server.

Fig. 3. Xlet interface design
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Using a PaaS as Xlet platform, in our case the Bluemix implementation of
Cloud Foundry, has advantageous characteristics: scalability is inherited from
the scalability of the Bluemix environment. Since the Xlet can be provisioned as
an application or a service within Bluemix, it is easy to scale it horizontally to
cope with the work load by adding or removing new instances. All Xlets have a
common and generic core code that often allow the easy reusability with minor
modifications for specific use cases. Managing Xlets is handled to Bluemix, the
management here includes provisioning, deprovisioning, binding and unbinding
Xlets to the rSLA service. Xlets can be integrated flexibly using Bluemix services
and can be provisioned using different plans, e.g., shared or dedicated. The rSLA
architecture itself does not depend on a specific PaaS code base or service.

5.3 Case Study

We have conducted a pilot of the rSLA service to support the management of
Cloud services used by an existing customer. In one agreement, the customer
migrated a workload from a customer-owned, on-premise data center environ-
ment to the IBM Softlayer Infrastructure-as-a-Service. Along with the move, the
customer required the monitoring of seven custom SLOs that had never been
offered previously by the service provider in the Cloud in this form.

Each of the seven SLOs consist of one base metric and one service level
objective, with multiple composite metrics used to aggregate to level needed by
the SLOs. The rSLA document has been defined based on the written agreement
with the customer and discussions with the client. The rSLA was submitted to
and executed by the rSLA service to activate and initiate the measurement of
the involved base metrics. The rSLA service monitors, measures, evaluates and
reports the service level status of the seven involved SLOs on a daily basis,
resulting in about 100 MB/month in observation data.

We developed three different Xlets to monitor various aspects of the service
such as network status and provisioning process times, as well as one Xlet for
email notification. Overall, it took 3 weeks from first contact with the project
team to the start of monitoring. This included the development of the specific
Xlets, the definition of the SLA document, and obtaining the access keys to the
client’s Cloud service API. This is much faster than a traditional integration to
an enterprise SLA management system. In a future scenario, these Xlets could be
reused for another client of Softlayer requesting an SLA related to the same base
metrics. The remaining effort only comprises the writing of the SLA document
and obtaining the API keys for monitoring Xlet configuration, which may be as
little as a number of hours or a day. Over time, having acrued a variety of Xlets
for various service interfaces, SLA monitoring for popular services can be set up
just based on an rSLA document.

6 Summary and Conclusions

Today’s cloud-based application environments enable their users to deploy and
change applications constantly, binding to different services and platforms on
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short notice. Traditional enterprise SLA management typically requires a com-
plicated setup process lagging far behind the application life cycles of a DevOps
environment. Current industry practice to Cloud SLA management often fails
to take into account specific customer needs. Existing approaches for Web and
Grid services often fail to deal with interface heterogeneity in an effective way
and have a syntax that is often perceived to be cumbersome by practitioners.

The rSLA approach presented in this paper addresses the efficient specifica-
tion of SLAs in a formal language and, at the same time, uses the Xlet archi-
tecture abstractions to overcome issues of heterogeneity. While reusing some
existing concepts such as metrics and SLOs, rSLA makes a number of significant
contributions to meet the objective of fast SLA deployment in a Cloud environ-
ment: Xlets provide a standard way to refer to and use diverse interfaces. The
concept of rSLA measurement directives ties base metrics to the way metrics can
be obtained through Xlets, thereby enabling references to metrics from various
interfaces in the language. The design of the rSLA language as a Ruby DSL
provides access to a full expression language in a way that is familiar to many
target users such as administrators using Chef.

The approach has been implemented on Bluemix and tried out in a pilot,
monitoring IaaS-related SLOs. This has been accomplished much faster than
using an enterprise SLA management system and we were able to deal with a
previously unknown management API, which Web service-oriented systems such
as WSLA cannot. In addition, the resulting SLAs are actually legible. While we
have obtained first results of our approach presented in this paper further work
will be required addressing expressiveness of different scenarios, performance,
and user acceptance.

The current implementation still has some limitations: it does not allow a
user to specify his own measurement mechanisms and xlets are bound statically.
We expect to address some of those issues in future work.
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